The story of the obedience of the Roman
on the Jordan while still for so many
apart the sanctity of custom. If
Algerin was a social necessity-then
and thus saw things there. It
in the rule of need is the familiar
true must be a head. In man
not yet learned to the mystery in
Shi's need in proper uphold a
leader. Business cannot a cause. The
feeling must have a head. This
must the school -cleaning dept.- the
police. -the steel -deficit -the Army
the Nation -to resist the efforts of
the social pathly -the church.
Perhaps someday we shall own
true spiritual activity will replace
declared. True spiritual leadership
will replace artificial egoal -will
we are not yet there. -We only a
few who should the final tempo to
the divine anxiety for which each
our own life in selflessness a peace
and productivity. With this calm -the
millennium while in we are acceptance to
drag in by the ears.